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Background 
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Currently 
It has been said that with the help ofmodem technology knowledge is doubling every 
two to three years. With respect to mathematics however, one continually reads about 
today students' struggles to achieve success. There are many programs and countless 
dollars spent at the national, state, and local levels to help our students, but so far, it 
appears that no one has found the magic formula. My solution to this dilemma, which is 
very simple and typically universally ignored, is that we must "teach our students how to 
learn". Worldwide, we send our children off to school without really showing them how 
to "do school". I cannot fault the current generation of educators as they were never 
taught themselves, nor were their teachers trained in this area either. I believe, that as a 
society, we simply have not evolved enough! Fortunately, many students learn how to 
learn by themselves, but unfortunately, far too many of our students unnecessarily 
struggle with their education. My sabbatical project is my personal attempt to help 
students achieve educational success. 

Gary Long 
I have taught mathematics for 36 years, 15 years at Anaheim High School, and 21 years 
at Mt. San Antonio College. I believe that now is the time for my first sabbatical. For 
many years I have believed that I could help students succeed in their mathematics course 
work. To this end, I have taught Math 96 "Strategies for Success in Mathematics" for 
over a dozen years and I intend to write a textbook about this subject in the near future. 

Math96 
"Strategies for Success in Mathematics" is a six week, credit/no credit, course running six 
times per school year. Unlike any other mathematics course, there are no prerequisites, 
and no strict mathematical curricula that "must be covered". It is in this unique 
environment and with the help of thousands of students, including elementary school 
teachers, middle school teachers, high school teachers, college professors, and university 
administrators providing feedback that has allowed the content of this course to undergo 
continuous improvement. This course has provided me with the breeding ground for the 
"garylong Success System" (glSS). Briefly, glSS is the amplification of the formula 
"Perspective+ Tools+ Plans+ Action= Success". If you structure knowledge as does 
nature, one finds that tools can be designed to master every aspect ofnew information 
such as collecting, organizing, understanding, and reproducing. The great thing about 
these tools is that they are simple, easy, and fun to do! Armed with glSS many students 
find remarkable success. 



Sabbatical Project 

Definition 
Enable more students to succeed, in mathematics specifically, and in educational and life 
goals generally. 

Methodology 
Improve the Math 96 course by enhancement, simplification, and expansion. Create a 
web presence to expand the audience of students that I can assist. 

Project Activities 

Research. 
Review Literature. Read books and internet resources concerning topics such as 
accelerated learning, self-improvement, mind/brain theory, intelligence, motivation, and 
other relevant areas. 

Software Skills. Learn Front Page in order to create appropriate web resources for 
students. Learn Power Point in order to present my research and Success System to 
students and others. Learn Geometry Sketch Pad to help illustrate "glStructured 
Knowledge" on web pages, power point presentations, and paper handouts. Enhance 
existing skills with Mind Manager (a mind mapping program) with respect to learning 

) how to add tablet enabled mind maps to web pages. Enhance existing skills with 
PhotoShop Elements to add photographs to paper and web documents. Explore the 
feasibility of adding audio and/or video to power point and web presentations. 

Investigate New Ideas. Diffusion Limited Aggregation. I conjecture that I can use this 
concept as a visual "Model of Understanding" which would confirm certain aspects of 
my Success System. Super Conscious Mind. I believe that this concept would be a 
welcome addition to my existing "Mind Stories" which solve test anxiety issues and 
dictate accelerated learning capabilities. Other Ideas. I have numerous other ideas that 
may germinate into part of the "Success System" and I know that many other ideas will 
arise as a result of the above mentioned Literature Review. 

Improve Math 96 
Mind Map Stories. The course is broken down into approximately 60 "stories". For each 
story there exists Oto 5 mind maps, some are given as handouts to students and some are 
not. I would like to mind map all "un-mind mapped" stories and redo and improve other 
story mind maps utilizing new insights resulting from research. New ideas may yield 
new stories which will also need be mind mapped. 

Write g/TOOLS. Once students understand how knowledge can be naturally and simply 
structured (glStructure ), then tools can be applied enabling them to efficiently master this 
knowledge. The big three tools are "Mind Mapping" ( address knowledge - global 
perspective), "Tell Yourself a Story" (understand knowledge - theoretical perspective), 
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and "Cards" (understand knowledge-mechanical perspective). Currently these tools are 
delivered to students in mind map format and verbally explained by me. Example 
applications of these tools using a variety of current MSAC mathematics courses are 
provided to students. As a consequence of this delivery method (mind maps, verbal 
explanations, examples) the exact strategies of these tools are often knowingly or 
unknowingly modified which unfortunately usually reduces their value. Exacerbating 
this situation are students that are absent or simply do not understand the tools (miss 
class, miss the discussion, never feel completely comfortable about tool usage). Since 
these tools are of extreme importance to this class I believe I need to describe them 
explicitly so that they can be read and reread until mastered. Each tool alone has had the 
ability to dramatically improve the educational careers of many ofmy past students! In 
addition to explaining why these tools work, I must write down step by step application 
directions. Furthermore, understanding the 80/20 Rule (80% of the value ofan activity 
can be accomplished by 20% effort), I must discuss different application depths of these 
tools to create a better fit with students' natural strengths (here I am thinking Howard 
Gardner's Multiple Intelligence Theory). Additionally, I must upgrade my tool usage 
examples to include more of the various MSAC mathematics courses and update to 
current textbooks on others. 

Brochure. Even though a MSAC counselor has taken Math 96 (Staff Development 
Credit) and other counselors routinely recommend this course for certain students, not all 
counselors are aware of the actual content and potential of the course. Coupled with my 
belief that everyone can benefit from "learning how to learn", I believe I should create a 

) brochure to help promote this course. 

Create assignments. To help solidify the content ofMath 96, I believe that I should 
begin to create assignments. Currently, another text book "How to be a Great Math 
Student" by Richard Manning Smith, is used for this purpose. Creating my own 
assignments would help students focus their thoughts in ways that are much more 
consistent with course content. 

Internet 
Math 96. On my MSAC web site (which currently does not exist) I would like to post a 
"Story List" which would list the content of the course as well as briefly describe each of 
the "Stories". I would also have the opportunity to supply links to other resources for the 
various ideas promoted in the course as well as facilitate deeper understanding of ideas. 

Math 71. For years now, for every course I have taught, I have supplied hand drawn 
mind maps for every section to my students. Beginning Fall 2005, a new Math 71 
textbook will used necessitating a new set of mind maps. After learning how to create a 
web site and learning how to create the tablet enabled Mind Manager mind maps, I would 
like to post these on my MSAC web site. This would allow new dimensions to my mind 
maps (color, photographs, hyperlinks, possibly audio and/or video), as well as to open up 
this resource to any MSAC Math 71 student. I would also like to post Math 71 "Tell 
Yourself a Story" examples. 
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Timeline 

) 

# Activity Anticipated 
Accomplishment Date 

1 Read/Study at least 10 Appropriate Books Feb 2006 

2 Read/Study Appropriate Internet Resources Jan 2006 

3 Learn Front Page Nov 2005 

4 Learn Power Point Oct2005 

5 Learn Geometry Sketch Pad Sep 2005 

6 Enhance Mind Manager skills Oct 2005 

7 Enhance PhotoShop Elements skills Dec 2005 

8 Investigate Diffusion Limited Aggregation Dec 2005 

9 Investigate Super Conscious Mind Dec 2005 

10 Investigate Other Ideas Apr2006 

11 Create/Upgrade Math 96 Story Mind Maps Mar2006 

12 Write up glTOOL: "Math Mind Mapping" Dec 2005 

13 Write up glTOOL: "Tell Yourself a Story" Dec2005 

14 Write up glTOOL: "Cards" Dec 2005 

15 Design Math 96 Brochure May2006 

16 Create some Math 96 assignments Feb 2006 

17 Post complete Math 96 Story List on web site Apr2006 

18 Post Math 96 Resource Hyperlinks on web site Apr 2006 

19 Post at least 3 chapters ofMath 71 MMs on web site May2006 

20 Post at least 3 chapters ofMath 71 TYAS on web site May2006 

21 Complete Sabbatical Report Aug 2006 
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Value of Sabbatical Project 

I believe that this project would be tremendous for my own professional growth as a 
college professor. My gains would then influence the instruction in all of my math 
classes. Furthermore, my ability to share my ideas and research to other faculty through 
staffdevelopment would certainly be enhanced. 

Value to students is the main focus of this project. Students will find increased success 
not only in their mathematics courses, but in the rest of their courses as well. The self
esteem of these students will definitely improve. 

Increased student success, increased student retention in mathematics and other courses 
will be valued by the college. With a web presence, the distribution ofmy Success 
System and its principles have unlimited potential! There is also the possibility of the 
"Strategies" course to serve as a bench mark course to be offered at other colleges. 
Furthermore, this sabbatical project would bring my textbook closer to fruition. This in 
turn would allow other faculty to reap the benefits of my years of research and continual 
improvements to the course as they assist students realize educational success. 
Additionally, those who choose to take Math 96 for Staff Development Credit, will find 
an improved course. 

Need 

As part ofthis sabbatical proposal is the need for me to continue to teach Math 96 each 
semester. The act of teaching a new class every six weeks and striving for continuous 
improvement has been of inestimable value to everyone involved. With the production of 
so many upgraded and new stories, glTOOL write-ups, and new delivery methods I truly 
need the feedback that six iterations of this course can provide. 

Furthermore, I have been the ONLY teacher of this course for approximately the last 15 
years (except once for a special program not opened to all students). Math 96 is 
prescribed for some students to allow a 3rd attempt by our "Repeat Policy Committee" 
and consequently must be taught to continue operating as we (Mathematics Department) 
do now. 
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Gary Long 

Sabbatical Application Revisions 

January 24, 2005 

Sabbatical and Leave Committee: 

Enclosed are revisions requested by the Salary and Leaves Committee including some 
commentary on a requested deviation from established practice. 

The Mathematics Department Scheduling Committee has told me that they MUST know 
my plans for next year as our teaching schedules will be finalized this week. I would 
appreciate a decision on my sabbatical a plication by Wednesday January 26 if at all 
possible. 

Sincerely 

Gary Long 

) 



Gary Long 

) BIBLIOGRAPHY Read/Study ten appropriate books 

1. Blakeslee, T. (1996). Beyond The Conscious Mind: Unlocking the Secrets of 
the Self. New York, NY: Plenum Trade. 

2. Buzan, T. (2000). Head First: 10 ways to tap into your genius. London, UK: 
Thorsons. 

3. Dryden, G. & Vos, J (2001). The Learning Revolution: To change the way 
the world learns. Stafford, UK: Network Educational Press. 

4. Mann, S. (1987). Triggers: A New Approach to Self-motivation . Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall. 

5. Meier, D. (2000). The Accelerated Learning Handbook. New York, NY: 
McGraw-Hill. 

6. Russell, L. (1999). The Accelerated Learning Field book: Making the 
Instructional Process FAST, FLEXIBLE, and FUN. San Francisco, CA: 
Jossey-Bass Pfeiffer. 

7. Russell, P. (1979). The Brain Book. New York, NY: Penguin Group. 

8. Scheele, P. (1997). Natural Brilliance: Move from Feeling Stuck to 
Achieving Success. Wayzata, MN: Learning Strategies Corporation. 

9. Siler, T. (1996). Think Like a Genius: The Ultimate User's Manual for Your 
Brain. New York, NY: Bantam Books. 

10. Tracy, B (2002). Create Your Own Future: How to Master the 12 Critical 
Factors of Unlimited Success. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons. 
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Internet Resources Examples 

Brain Gym - Educational Kinesiology; http://braingym.org 

Project Renaissance with Win Wenger, Ph.D.; www.winwenger.com 

Accelerated Leaming; www.superleaming.com 

New Horizons for learning; www.newhorizons.org 

Study Skills; http://ollie.dccccd.edu/StudyHelp/StudySkills/ 

Leaming Styles; http://iws.ccccd.edu/mbrooks/learning styles/learnimr styles.htm 

Learning Strategies; www.learningstrategies.com 

Learning Disabilities Resource Community; http://ldrc.ca/ 

Assessments; www. wooster.kl 2.oh. us/h.i.ghschool/classprojects/assessments.htm 

Eight Kinds of Smart Course; www.multi-intell .com/Eieht Smarts Course.html 

Diffusion Limited Aggregation; http://apricot.polyu.edu.b.k/~lam/dla/dla.html 
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www.winwenger.com
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Gary Long 

, -, , Request to teach during the sabbatical comments. 

I realize that my request to teach Math 96 "Strategies for Success in Mathematics" may 
be a deviation from established practices. However, from the perspective of ''value to the 
college", I strongly believe that this is the proper course of action. I presume the 
rationale for this past practice is the realization that a mind free from the necessity of the 
daily work routine is a different mind and hopefully one which is much more creative and 
productive when given a sabbatical project. If this presumption is correct, then please 
note that I am fully aware of this mind (which personally takes about 4 weeks to get to) 
and this is precisely why I have chosen not to teach summer school ever since I have 
been financially able. I believe that by not teaching Summer School 2005 and focusing 
on only one educational project that can I reach and maintain that mental state. 

In my sabbatical proposal I listed two reasons for this request. 1) With the production 
numerous new and upgraded writings and "stories", the process of 
research/create/execute/reflect/improve is vitally important. However, it requires the 
"execute" part. Teaching this course six times per year and continually trying to improve 
it bas been incredibly beneficial to the present state ofthis course. 2) Math 96 is 
prescribed for many students to allow a 3rd attempt by our "Repeat Policy Committee'. I 
am and have been the ONLY professor of this course for over a dozen years. Therefore, 
it is essential to the success ofMSAC students that I continue to teach Math 96. This 
sabbatical project will vastly help bring to fruition a strategies book that others can use, 
taking advantage ofmy many years of research and development and thereby facilitating 
my removal from the current "one man show". 

On a personal level, I do not believe that it would be financially prudent for me to take a 
20% pay cut at this time in my career. 

I appreciate your consideration. 



Activity# 1 

Read/Study ten appropriate books. 



} Activity #1: Read/Study ten appropriate books. 

The "stories" told in Math 96 are a synthesjg ofinputs from many different areas such as 
my own educational and teaching experiences, my interests, internet research, and the 
reading of hundreds of books. Often individual mind maps contain content collected 
from numerous books and other resources as well as my own original thoughts. The 
purpose of this activity to "read/study ten appropriate books" was to expand my current 
thoughts ideas from a variety ofothers in search ofways that I could improve Math 96. 

Blakeslee, T. (1996). Beyond The Conscious Mind: Unlocking the Secrets of the 
SeH. New York, NY: Plenum Trade. 

I was hoping that this book would teach me more about the "super conscious mind" and 
introduce me to strategies that I could teach my students to help them help themselves. 
Unfortunately Blakeslee took off in another direction. He expanded upon Roger Sperry's 
Nobel Prize-winning split-brain experiments. He believed Sperry's model of the mind 
was a gross simplification and concluded that the neurons of the brain spontaneously 
organize into hundreds of independent and specialized modules. Blakeslee then discussed 
these modules throughout the book, especially the "gap filling" selfmodule. This book 
did not contribute to the course. 

2. 

Buzan, T. (2000). Head First: 10 ways to tap into your natural genius. London, UK: 
Thorsons. 

Tony Buzan, the inventor ofmind mapping, is one of my favorite authors. My purpose in 
reading this book was to expand my understanding ofmultiple intelligence theory. MI 
theory is discussed early in Math 96 as a natural learning strategy effectively used by 
preschool children and is later built into the adaptive learning system. After examining 
each of the intelligences, Buzan focused on strategies that could be used to further 
develop them. This was a very good book; however I did have an issue with Buzan' s 
extensions ofHarvard's Howard Gardner's strict intelligence identification criteria. 

3. 

Dryden, G. & Vos, J (2001). The Learning Revolution: To change the way the world 
learns. Staffor~ UK: Network Educational Press. 



7. 

Russell, P. (1979). The Brain Book. New York, NY: Penguin Group. 

Since this book was written in the late 1970's and has often been used as a resource book 
for many of the learning books that I have read, I felt like I already knew most of the 
content. The book did help me improve a number of the story mind maps and make me 
go back to a number ofmy other books to clarify concepts. 

8. 

Scheele, P. (1997). Natural Brilliance: Move from Feeling Stuck to Achieving 
Success. Wayzata, MN: Learning Strategies Corporation. 

This book was selected for the same purpose as Mann's "Trigger" book (4,) Scheele is 
the author of the "PhotoReading" course that I took in 1991, as well as the creator of the 
paraliminal tapes used for assigned listening in Math 96. Unfortunately, the book 
attempting to simulate a four day training session, or a 10 hour audio course, is beyond 
the scope of what I can accomplish in Math 96. 

9. 

Siler, T. (1996). Think Like a Genius: The Ultimate User's Manual for Your Brain. 
) New York, NY: Bantam Books. 

According to Siler, one can think like a genius by a process he coined "metaphorming" -
the act ofchanging something from one state of matter and meaning to another. It begins 
with transferring new meanings and associations from one object or idea to another. 
Here I was pleasantly surprised to find that his strategy was exactly what I was already 
doing! My structured knowledge model oforganizing new information is precisely a 
metaphorm - a deeper way of thinking and creating. Siler claims that while a picture 
may be worth a 1000 words, a model is worth a 1000 pictures! 

10. 

Tracy, B. (2002). Create Your Own Future: How to Master the 12 Critical Factors 
of Unlimited Success. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons. 

Tracy is one ofmy all time favorite authors and speakers. This book, like his others, is 
packed with simple but extremely potent ideas about achieving success. His ideas ( and 
stories) have been incorporated in numerous Math 96 stories throughout the course! 
Tracy presents very profound material with elegant simplicity. His writings model what I 
strive for in my own. 
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lbis book is truly crammed with many ideas covering a wide range of educational issues. 
The ideas are very practical and can easily be put to use by any learner. While I was 
already familiar with many ofthe topics in the book, it did help me to enhance my 
understandings, stories, and mind maps. 

4. 

Mann, S. (1987). Triggers: A New Approach to Self-motivation. Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ: Prentice Hall. 

Unfortunately, knowing what to do to improve does not necessarily imply that a person 
will actually apply this knowledge. This dilemma is quite often discussed by self-help 
authors and speakers and appears to be a rather universal issue. I realize that I too have 
to wrestle with this concept. The ''trigger" strategy was essentially explained in the first 
several pages of the book. The rest of the book simply repeated and amplified the 
strategy with the author discussing many therapeutic case studies. I believe the trigger 
idea is probably very valid and would be a valuable addition to a Math 96 follow up 
class, say Math 97. Currently, time limitations do not permit its use. 

5. 

Meier, D. (2000). The Accelerated Learning Handbook. New York, NY: McGraw
Hill. 

This was a wonderful book on designing and delivering training programs using an 
accelerated learning approach. While the book's focus was on training workers for 
several days as opposed to teaching students for an entire course, it was filled with useful 
ideas, philosophies, and strategies. A number of concepts from this book found their way 
onto my story mind maps and Meier definitely helped formulate and enhance my 
understanding ofaccelerated learning. The main issue that I struggled with throughout 
the book however, was his continual belittling of the "lecture" strategy. lbis "pour and 
snore" (Meier's words) methodology is my main strategy ofteaching. I kept waiting for 
ideas ofhow to conform to "student centered" strategies in a mathematics classroom but I 
never found them. 

6. 

Russell, L. (1999). The Accelerated Learning Field book: Making the Instructional 
Process FAST, FLEXIBLE, and FUN. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass Pfeiffer. 

lbis was another book focusing on presenting training workshops and should prove 
beneficial to me someday when I can expand my audience. The ideas in this book are 
very practical and a number ofthem have already been implemented as I continue to 
promote the non-transferable Math 96 course. Knowledge gained from Russell allowed 
me to enhance a number of the story mind maps. 



Activity# 2 

Read/Study Appropriate Internet Resources. 

) 



Activity #2: Read/Study Appropriate Internet Resources. 

The following internet resources are a sample of the sites that have been used in various 
capacities of this sabbatical project. This list is similar to those sites that are listed as 
links at http://elearn.mtsac.edu/g1ong/Math96/links96.htm. 

Entire categories ofadditional websites that I have read/studied are not listed. Those 
categories include photography, illustrator and other Adobe products, web design, 
mathematics, computers, and more. 

To easily visit a sampling of sites, click the links on my website. 
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http://elearn.mtsac.edu/g1ong/Math96/links96.htm
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http://en. wikipedia.oru/wiki/Consciousness 
http://www.metarnath.com/ls web/ dvclearn.htm 
http://answers.google.com/answers/threadview?id=l 12576 
http://www.learrungst:rategies.com/ 
http://www.news.harvard.edu/gazette/1 999/04.15/magnetism.html 
http://encarta.msn.com/encnet/refpages/RefArtTextonJy.aspx?refid=761578303&find= l 
http://www.it-cortex.com/Pareto law.htm 
http://www.winwenger.com/ 
http://www.innerpeacemusic.com/ 
http://www.trancemaker.eo.uk/hypnosis/humanmind.htm 
http://www.winwenger.com/ebooks/guaran.htm 
http://www.tmforyou.eo.nz/abouttm.htm 
http://www.akri .org/cognition/learhow.htm 
http://www.arthursclipart.com/insects/butterbw. htm 
http://www.beautyanalysis.com/index2 rnba.htm 
http ://www-psych.stanford. ed u/~kalina/BB/LectureO l / 
http://\vww.brainconnection.com/ 
http:/ /www.brainwaves.com/ index. html 
http://www.yogateacher.com/text/additiona1topics/breath.htrn1 
http:/ /sprott. physics. wisc.edu/picko ver/ graphcp .html 
http://www.mathacademy.com/pr/minitext/anxiety/index.asp 
http://www.anatomy.unimelb.edu.au/researchlabs/rees/pro jects.html 
http://www.epsilonJearning.com/ focus. htm 
http://www.essentialfloatation.com/theories-of-floating.htm 
http://www.mcs.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fi.b.htm l 
http://www.imbb.forth.gr/people/poirazi/researchCN.htm1 
http://classes.yale.edu/fractals/IntroToFrac/SelfSimEx/SelfSimEx.html 
http://butterflywebsite.com/clipart/constructtable.cfm 
http://guantumfuture.net/quantum future/ papers/qfract/images/index.htm 

http://guantumfuture.net/quantum
http://butterflywebsite.com/clipart/constructtable.cfm
http://classes.yale.edu/fractals/IntroToFrac/SelfSimEx/SelfSimEx.html
http://www.imbb.forth.gr/people/poirazi/researchCN.htm1
http://www.mcs.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fi.b.html
http://www.essentialfloatation.com/theories-of-floating.htm
http://www.epsilonJearning.com/focus
http://www.anatomy.unimelb.edu.au/researchlabs/rees/projects.html
http://www.mathacademy.com/pr/minitext/anxiety/index.asp
https://wisc.edu/picko
http://www.yogateacher.com/text/additiona1topics/breath.htrn1
www.brainwaves.com/index
http://\vww.brainconnection.com
http://www.beautyanalysis.com/index2
http://www.arthursclipart.com/insects/butterbw
http://www.akri.org/cognition/learhow.htm
http://www.tmforyou.eo.nz/abouttm.htm
http://www.winwenger.com/ebooks/guaran.htm
http://www.trancemaker.eo.uk/hypnosis/humanmind.htm
http://www.innerpeacemusic.com
http://www.winwenger.com
http://www.it-cortex.com/Pareto
http://encarta.msn.com/encnet/refpages/RefArtTextonJy.aspx?refid=761578303&find=l
http://www.news.harvard.edu/gazette/1
http://www.learrungst:rategies.com
http://answers.google.com/answers/threadview?id=l
http://www.metarnath.com/ls
http://en
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http://www.halexandria.org/dwardl 0 1.htm 
http ://v..rww.graphicandfractal world .com/FS .html 
http://guts.studentorg. wisc.ed u/SS/ssbandbk.htm 
http://www.infed.org/thl.nkers/gardner.htm 
http://andrewduncan.ca/~otoreke/1rnUery/2:a1lerv.html 
http://www. genesis-sim. erg/GENESIS/ gum-tutorials/beeman/ ge~nesis-intro .html 
http://www.anastasia.com/el 9/std/ 
http:/ /sprott. physics. wisc.edu/fractals/collect/2005/ 
http://olc.spsd.sk.ca/DE/PD/inst:r/strats/ jjgsaw/jndex.htm1 
http://www.trufax.org/ general/twz.html 
http://www.mindtools.com/ pages/article/newISS 01.htm 
http://wWVv.learningandteachi.ng.info/learning/lerncrv .htm 
http://www.crawfordinternational.com/cai learning solutions.asp 
http://wwwl .chapman.edu/soe/faculty/piper/2042/conel .htm 
http://www.ct4me.net/ 
http://www.mbari.org/staff/con11/ botany/reds/microcladia/fractal.htin 
http:/ /www.mind-pad.com/ 
http://www.gp-training.net/training/theory/multint/multint.htm 
http://ucsdnews.ucsd.edu/newsrel/science/sdi v labor .asp 
http://goldennumber.net/contents.htm 
http://www.physiol.ucl.ac. uk/research/attwell d/ 
http ://emotiontoolkit.com/posthink.shtml 
http://www.madsci.org/posts/archives/mar98/889467626.Ns.r.html 
http://www.intent.com/sg/ 
http://www. potentialsunlimited . com/ 
http ://www.creativitysoftware.com/fractaJs-images/pages-hs/sguigg]e.htm 
http :/ !vvww.aolej. com/stereo/ 
http://www.testprepreview.com/ 
http:/ /www.annawise.com/ 
http://www.mcs.suney.ac. uk/Personal/R.Knott/Fi bonacci/fibnat.html 
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Learn FrontPage. 
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) Activity #3: Learn FrontPage. 
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Short answer, see http://elearn.mtsac.edu/glong . 

To learn FrontPage, a web design program belonging to the Microsoft Office Family, I 
did a number of things. 

• I went to Mt. Sac's staff development website, read all pertinent material, and 
completed all tutorials. 

• I learned at Microsoft's FrontPage training site at http://office.microsoft.com/en
us/training/CR06I 83270 I 033.aspx 

• I read and reread the book: Online Training Solutions, Inc. (2004). Microsoft 
Office FrontPage 2003. Redmond, WA: Microsoft Press 

• I read the book: Vander Veer, Lowe, Ray E., Ray D., Dean, McCue, Weadock, 
Nielsen, Aviram, Lockwood, Siddalingaiah. (2004). Creating Web Pages for 
Dummies. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley Publishing, Inc. 

• I read FrontPage Help files. 

http://office.microsoft.com/en
http://elearn.mtsac.edu/glong


Activity# 4 

Learn PowerPoint. 

) 



) Activity #4: Learn PowerPoint. 

To learn PowerPoint I read a book and completed all tutorials: 

Perspection (1999). Microsoft PowerPoint At a Glance. Redmond, WA: Microsoft Press 

PowerPoint appears to be a relatively simple program that is actually incredibly powerful. 
I would like to return to PowerPoint after I understand movie editing. 



Activity# 5 

Learn Geometry Sketch Pad. 



✓ -, Activity #5: Learn Geometry Sketch Pad. 

My purpose in wanting to learn the Geometry Sketch Pad (GSP) program was to be able 
to draw icons that could be used in other output. 

I read, studied, and activated a book. 

• Chanan, Steven (2001). The Geometer's SketchPad. Emeryville, CA: Key 
Curriculum Press 

At the very end of the book I got to the Iterate command, my goal, but unfortunately 
discovered that it was not powerful enough to meet my needs. This fact was confirmed 
after additional study in the GSP reference manual. I realized later that I was quite naive 
in believing GSP could satisfy my needs. For implications, see Activity #10. 

A future project is to be able to "Structure" people online! One ofthe components of the 
Math 96 Success System is to "Get Structured". During the kinesthetic portion of this 
process, my final GSP project will (finally) become very relevant! (Delayed gratification 
here!) 

) 



Activity# 6 

Enhance Mind Manager Skills. 



Activity #6: Enhance Mind Manager Skills. 

Short answer: see Activity # 11 and Activity # 19. 

I enhanced my Mind Manager skills by reading all Help information several times - there 
is no other documentation. I have spent many hours using this software. 

) 

J 



Activity# 7 

Enhance PhotoShop Elements Skills. 

J 



Activity #7: Enhance PhotoShop Elements Skills. 

To enhance my PhotoShop skills I read and studied several books, explored many 
internet resources, and spent many hours using this software. The books that I read 
include: 

• Kelby, Scott. (2005). the photoshop elements 3 book for digital photographers. 
New Riders/ Peachpit 

• Brundage, Barbara. (2005). PhotoShop Elements 3, The Missing Manual. 
Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly Media, Inc. 

• Adobe. (2005). PhotoShop Elements 4.0 User Guide. Adobe Systems Inc. 

Additionally I used a number ofother photography books as reference material. 



Activity# 8 

Investigate Diffusion Limited Aggregation. 



') Activity# 8: Investigate Diffusion Limited Aggregation. 

Investigation 
To investigate this concept I explored a nwnber ofwebsites on the internet (often 
authored by physics professors) and read about it in a nwnber of fractal geometry books. 
Below is a sampling of resources: 

Internet 
http ://www-personal.umich.edu/ ~lsander/ 
http://apricot.polvu.edu.hk/~Iam/dla/dla.html 
http ://Jj brary. wo1fram.com/infocenter/ Arti cles/28 66/ 

Books 
Peitgen, Jugens, Saupe (1992). Fractals for the Classroom. New York: 
Springer-Verlag 
Peterson, Ivars (1988). The Mathematical Tourist. New York: W. H. Freeman 
and Co. 
Lesmoir-Gordon, Rood, Edney (2000). Introducing Fractal Geometry. Victoria, 
Australia: McPherson. 

Purpose 
If certain asswnptions are made about the launching, attaching, and destroying ofa 
particle, a beautiful structure can be found. Applications are found in many areas of 
research. 

100 
Million 
Particles 

~ 
. t. . 

... 't~ 

~ 

https://wo1fram.com/infocenter
http://apricot.polvu.edu.hk/~Iam/dla/dla.html
https://www-personal.umich.edu


By changing some construction assumptions of the DLA model, and replacing "particle" 
with "new information", great theoretical consequences are possible. The model suggests 
that information can indeed be organized by garylong Knowledge Structure! 
Furthermore, it also logics that the prepare component of the 96 Learning System has 
very sign.i.ficant benefits! Notice the use of the DLA structure as a metaphorm (Stiler, 
Activity #1 ). 

No 96 Story 
I entertained the idea of a "DLA Story" but have thus far ruled against it. The story 
would seemingly diverge from the current direction ofthe class. It would take too much 
time for me to explain and for students to realize the esoteric significance of the model. 
This story would therefore rank too low on a "value to time spent to achieve" ratio. 

Future Value 
I will continue to learn from this model. In my mind, the model has confirmed the 
significance and appropriateness of preparing for class. The DLA story may be relevant 
for a future talk, paper, or perhaps as part of a Math 97 curriculum. 



Activity# 9 

Investigate Super Conscious Mind. 

) 



Activity# 9: Investigate Super Conscious Mind 

Investigation 
To investigate this concept I explored a number of websites on the internet and read 
about it in several books. Below is a sampling of resources: 

Internet 
http:/ /WW\¥.briantracv .com/main/article.asp? ArticlelD=83 
http://www.deeptrancenow.com/superconscious.htm 
http://www.hypnosisi.nfortworthtexas.com/how hypnosis works.htm 

Books 
Hill, Napoleon (1937). Think and Grow Rich. New York: Fawcett World 
Library. 
Tracy, Brian (2002). Create Your Own Future. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & 
Sons. 
Keifer, Michael Monroe (1995). The Powermind System. Edina, MN: Kiefer 
Enterprises International Press Division. 

Purpose
) The brain and the mind are important topics in the foundational portion of the course. 

The subconscious mind is the focus of the "cBar" and "Internal Dialogue" stories and 
from these stories very important understandings with very significant implications are 
born. These ideas are eventually incorporated into the 96 Learning System. To expand 
this area of thought, I believe that a "Super Conscious Mind" story would complement 
the existing conscious, subconscious, and unconscious mind discussions. Moreover, it 
would provide additional global understandings of the learning system as well as provide 
additional motivation for the execution of the system. 

No 96 Story 
I did develop this "story" and delivered it in several iterations of the course early in the 
sabbatical year. The super conscious mind concept was introduced via a funny scene 
from a movie shown in the first week of the course. Following the inevitable laughter, 
the scene was analyzed for deeper meaning and the foundations for additional learning 
were established. After understanding how to take advantage ofcharacteristics of the 
subconscious mind, powers of the super conscious mind were hinted at. Finally, the 
super conscious mind story was formally told near the end of the course after discussions 
of the importance ofwritten planning and goal setting were introduced. 

As the sabbatical year continued and the benefits from my newly acquired ability to use 
the software program called "Illustrator" (See Activity#10) were introduced into the 
course, I was forced to remove the "Super Conscious Mind" story. I believe that the 
concrete benefits to the learning system accomplished by meaningful visuals made 

http://www.hypnosisi.nfortworthtexas.com/how
http://www.deeptrancenow.com/superconscious.htm


possible by "Illustrator" are more important than gains from the more esoteric "Super 
Conscious Mind" story. 

Future Value 
The empowering notion of continued improvement to Math 96 given the freedom to 
evolve is balanced with a time limitation. To add something to the course at its current 
stage of development means something must be subtracted. I believe the super conscious 
mind concept would be an excellent addition to the course, but not at the expense ofmore 
basic and practical concepts. The story may return in Math 97 or as part of a future 
reading assignment. 



Activity # 10 

Investigate Other Ideas. 

J 



~) Activity #10: Investigate other ideas. 
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The most significant "other" activity I completed was to learn an Adobe Creative Suite 2 
program called "Illustrator". After learning Geometry Sketch Pad (Activity #5) and 
PowerPoint (Activity #5), I came to the realization ofhow limited the drawing 
capabilities were in these programs. For many years I have appreciated the power of 
visuals and have encapsulated many ideas, stories, and concepts into hand drawn pictures 
and icons that I distribute to my students. 1bis strategy however has serious limitations. 
The drawings were difficult to reproduce as they were redrawn each time they were 
needed; they lacked color, and were often too simplistic to really meet my needs. 

Mt. Sac's Photographies Department has a site license to Adobe's Creative Suite 2 and 
issued me a copy. One of the programs in this suite, Illustrator, is the premier drawing 
program used by graphic artists throughout the world. I read that "every item that you 
see as you walk down the aisles at a grocery story had its packaging designed by 
Illustrator"! To learn Illustrator, I read and studied two books: 

• Golding, Mordy. (2006). Adobe Creative Suite 2 Al] in One. Indianapolis, IN: 
Sams Publishing 

• Underdahl B., Alspach T. (2005). illustrator CS2 Bible. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley 
Publishing. 

In addition to these two thick paperback books, I watched an 18 hour training DVD: 
Total Training for Adobe illustrator CS2 by Deke McClelland. After several months of 
studying, I became able to produce meaningful results. The graphics power that I have 
dreamed about for over a decade is now within my tool set and as a result, Math 96 has 
taken another significant leap forward. Let me provide an example. 

For years I have attempted to perform a "structural analysis" ofa typical mathematics 
class routine. I have been through a number ofdifferent versions of this "story". In 
many iterations of the Math 96 course I brushed over this concept because ofmy inability 
to make my students really understand me. Personally, I believe that this structural 
analysis of class is an "educational breakthrough" and clearly explains why so many 
students seem to struggle in their mathematics course while being successful in other 
subjects. The first time that I believe I ever got anybody to grasp the concept was when I 
could use visuals created by Illustrator. This occurred in the 5th Math 96 course (of 6) 
offered during my sabbatical year. By using pictures, I had pre-algebra students 
understanding - a significant triumph! 

I believe that significant results can be facilitated by following a "system". The "Math 96 
Success System" and the "96 Leaming System" are written as computer programs using 
pictures. These "picture programs" are illustrated on the "story mind maps". Forms 
containing "picture programs" allow students to follow these systems in a much easier 
way. For years these forms have been hand drawn. By using Illustrator, these forms 



) 

have a very significant upgrade. The "TWR" and "Plan Analysis" forms, each taking 
several days to create, contain a wealth of information that would be so much more 
complex if delivered in words. 

Another significant area of"other ideas" is movies. I bought a Sony digital video camera 
and read the Operating Guide several times. I also bought a digital video editing program 
(Adobe Premiere Elements 2) and read its User's Guide. I also read the books: 

• Barrett, Colin (2005). digital video for beginners. New York, NY: Lark Books 
• Grisetti S., Engels C. (2006) Adobe Premiere Elements 2 in a Snap. 

Indianapolis, IN: Sams Publishing 

My planned initial educational application is in the "butterflying" concept described 
below. 

In the "96 Learning System", structured knowledge is explored from multiple modalities 
- one ofwhich is the "butterfly mode". This concept has been included for the last 20 
iterations or so ofMath 96, but always as a very intuitive and loosely defined skill. With 
the addition of structural graphics now available due to the Illustrator program, concepts 
have become more defined. New handouts have been produced and in depth discussion 
of the butterflying skill have been included in the course. For further improvements, I 
would like to make a movie ( to post on my website) ofmyself teaching a typical 
mathematical concept with students taking notes in real time. I would then like to 
critique these typical math class routines by both the professor and the student. This 
activity would pull together a structural analysis of class, the "butterflying skill", and the 
Structure Notes tool in a realistic and eye opening fashion. I believe that by learning 
these new skills and perspectives that a student's mathematics class experience will never 
be the same again and will undoubtedly be enhanced many times over! 



Activity # 11 

Create/Upgrade Math 96 Story Mind Maps. 



1 -~! Activity #11: Create/Upgrade Math 96 Story Mind Maps. 

This activity is the heart ofmy sabbatical project. The Math 96 course is composed of 
about fifty "stories". Each of these "stories" is delivered verbally in class and is 
accompanied with one or more mind maps; some also include additional documentation 
and example packages. Modularizing the course in this way allows considerable 
flexibility. Stories can easily be moved or reshuflled as the course evolves and 
accommodates external constraints such as scheduling issues. This modularization also 
allows for independent improvement ofeach of the stories. 

Prior to this sabbatical project, hand drawn mind maps for many of the stories were 
distributed to the students. For a number ofstories, I used my own personal mind maps 
as notes for in-class delivery, but these were not given to students. During this sabbatical 
project, I have created computer drawn mind maps for all the stories. Using the 
computer to create or redo the mind maps has many bonuses. First, it forced me to 
rethink, update, and enhance each map. I verified concepts, added new ideas - original 
and results from new research, and generally improved the content of the mind maps. 
Second, by using technology, I added a variety of visuals. We know that our minds are 
naturally image processors as opposed to word processors. By using pictures, students 
can understand and remember considerably easier than in more traditional formats. The 
story mind maps typically contain a wealth of information gathered from a number of 

) resources. Images from throughout the world are included. Illustrator drawings that took 
minutes to hours to days to produce can now be effortlessly included. Thirdly, continued 
improvement is now enormously easier. Contrasted to redrawing mind maps by hand, 
the benefits of the computerized versions are obvious. I would estimate that with each 
iteration of the Math 96 course, over 90% of the story mind maps changed and 100% of 
the Day mind maps changed. 

Be aware that by looking at a mind map and not hearing the associated story, only the 
gist ofa lesson can be understood. Mind maps offer addressed key concepts which are 
understood only if accompanied with meaning. Meaning is supplied by the associated 
story which is verbally delivered in class. See Activity #17 for a synopsis ofeach of the 
stories. 

What follows in this Activity are the handouts distributed in the Math 96 course. 
Included are several handouts that I did not produce and they should be easily identified. 
Excluded are several "business" handouts that students receive such as syllabus, etc. 
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Gary Long and Math 96 - Some History 

I started teaching mathematics in 1969. After a number of years in the classroom, I 
began sharing a tool called TYAS that I developed while I was a graduate mathematics 
student The results were outstanding. Everyone that seriously used the tool began 
getting "A's" and usually "A+'s" on all of their tests! It was at this time that I began to 
believe that I could help students to succeed in their mathematics courses. Actually 
TYAS will work in all of your courses and yes, you will learn it in this class. 

In the early 1990' s I began teaching Math 96. This course is unique in a number of ways. 
Its focus is the process of"succeeding in your mathematics class". Once you begin 
thinking about this, you realize that you have spent very little time studying this process 
andmost all of your time studying content. Society sends its children "to school" but 
never teaches them how to "do school"! Fortunately many students figure it out by 
themselves, but unfortunately, far too many students needlessly struggle to succeed. 

Since there is no mathematical content requirement for Math 96, the class has the 
freedom to evolve, and running six times per year, evolve rather quickly. Given this 
opportunity to continually improve the course, Math 96 has gone through a number of 
growth spurts. The first big one came when I took a "PhotoReading Course" offered by 
Learning Strategies Corporation. PhotoReading, or whole mind reading, allows one to

J mentally photograph the pages of a book at a rate ofabout 25 000 words per minute. By 
applying various "activation strategies", this information is then brought to conscious 
awareness. It was an amazing course and as you will find out, the "96 Learning System" 
shares some of the same fundamental principles. The Photo Reading course also 
introduced me to "accelerated learning". This is the ability to learn 4 to 10 times faster 
than normal, the way you learned as a child. Armed with the ability to process a book in 
several hours, I then read over 100 books on learning and related topics, which in tum, 
vastly improved Math 96. The next growth spurt occurred when other teachers and 
counselors from elementary to university began taking the course. The pressure to 
improve was greatest when mathematics professors were in class. In fall 2005 I was 
granted a sabbatical leave from my normal teaching duties so that I could devote an entire 
year to improving Math 96. 

A number ofmy interests have found their way into the Math 96 course. 

I was one of the first kids on the block to get into computers. I have spent l000's of 
hours writing computer programs. I have taught Computer Science for over dozen years. 
As a result, you will find that the 96 Learning System is written as a program. Simple, 
easy, fun steps, requiring the minimum amount ofeffort to receive the maximum amount 
of results! 

I like to trade futures, stocks, and mutual funds on an intraday, daily, and weekJy time 
horizon. As a result, I have become aware of the need to develop a system to do what 



needs to be done and do it as efficiently as possible. Day trading especially has made me 
aware of the differences between two states ofmind, one under stress and the other not 
under stress. You can understand and remember something, but if you cannot produce 
under stress then the chain to success is broken. Soon you will understand exactly why 
test anxiety exists and exactly what you must do to resolve this issue. 

I like photography. I have taken pictures for many years had my own darkroom, and 
now use a computer to enhance the photographs I take. You will soon understand that 
visual memory is large and nearly perfect! It is an ideal place to effortlessly store a large 
wealth of information encapsulated into a visual. Math 96 utilizes many visuals and you 
will learn how to take advantage of this brain friendly strategy. 

I believe in personal fitness. I define this as paying attention to a variety of aerobic 
exercises, resistance training, learning, and diet. This will influence a number of the 
"Stories" you will hear. You will also find that these principles are incorporated into 
"The Weekly Routine" as we set up a customized workout plan for ourselves to achieve 
our own individual goals. 

I love Math. With that mind I have attempted to resolve every aspect of the course into 
its simplest elements -- easy to understand and easy to do. 

Finally, as an educator, spending many years in the mathematics classroom, I understand 
the realities of the challenging task that you have of being a student. You will be 

) presented with a very realistic strategy - and yet- one that guarantees your success! 

So get ready for an exciting adventure andfind that beautiful, 
Successful person that is already within you! 

glong@mtsac.edu 
(909) 594-5611 x4644 

mailto:glong@mtsac.edu
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I wns in an office somewhere. I could see the desk, I was there and 
someone was calling to me-a mon leaning on a desk with a pencil 
in his hand. 19 • . 

Moving the electrode just one millimeter away would usually 
bring forth a completely dllferent memory.~0 

It is unlikely that the points stimulated were the points at which 
those specific memories were recorded. The points stimulated were In 
the "association areas" of the cortex, areas Involved In the proce,sslng 
and Integration of Information, and it Is most ltkely ·that the stimulation 
wns creating a specific pattern of electrical activity that corresponded 
to a retrieval cue for a specific memory. The memory Itself, though, as 
we saw in the previous chapter, Is very probably distributed throughout 
the brain. 

Each of the lines of evidence discussed In this chapter show that 
we remember far more than we may ordinarily be aware of. Taken 
together, they suggest that our memories are vastly greater than we 
usually Imagine. They do not prove we remember everything, but 
given that the brain has sufficient capacity to do so, it is a possibility. 
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13. 
Note Taking 

How are ideas linked\> 
What are key words? 
Can note taking be Improved? 
Are mind maps the answer? 
How are mind maps made? 
When are mind maps used? 

As noted In chapter 1, the human brain Is very different from a com
puter. Whereas a computer works In a linear, step-by-step fashion
albeit very fast-the brain works associatively as well as linearly, carry-

· fng on thousands of different processes at the same time, comparing, 
Integrating, and synthesizing as lt goes. Thus a person often flnds that 
In conversation his mind Is not behaving linearly but racing on In dllfer• 
ent directions, exploring new idoas and the ramlGcattons of what Is 
being said, and at the same time taking In subtle changes In Intonation, 
body position, facial expression, the eyes, etc., as well as the linear 
sequence of words. 

Association plays a dominant role In nearly every mental function, 
and words themselves are no exception. Every single word has numer
ous links attaching It to other Ideas and concepts. You have only to take 
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nsimple word nnd start writing down any associations that come to your 
mind to see that this is true. Given only a minute or two, most people 
will quickly generate ten or twenty different associations to the word. 
Ancl these ten or twenty associations are by no means exhaustive. The 
snme word given to ten different people will usually· produce sets of 
associations with very few words In common. Even nonsense syllables 
have nssocintlons. Boe Is meaningless according to the dictionary, but 
sit down with a paper and pencil and it fs easy to generate several 
different associations. 

Considerable use of this associative power of words Is made -In 
creative writing. Part of the art of creative writing Is 'to produce as- . 
socintive Images that go beyond the text Itself. These offshoots are 
not linear; they have no well-dellned temporal sequence but o_ccur 
while one Is rending, in parallel. Doth the writing or reading of such 
a text tends to make fuller use of the right half of the mind. Sclen
tiflc writing, on the other hand, tends to be primarily linear, making 
more use of the left hemisphere. The aim of u sclentlflc paper Is not 
to produce numerous Images and send the mind soaring olf on other 
ideas, but to be as specific nnd linear as possible so that only the one 
desired idea comes ncross. 

KEY WORDS 
We snw enrlier that words that had greater significance, had 

grentcr meaning, were more outstanding, ancl generated stronger Im
ages were very much easier to remember. When we read, we automatl• 
cally pick out these more mcrnornble words from the text, nnd the rest 
of the matcrlol ls genernlly forgotten within a second or two. Thus, take 
the following sentence: "Astronomers are now suggesting that block 
holes moy not, after nil, be entirely block, but may In fact be capable 
of radintlng energy." The key ldcns In this sentence, the words that ore 
most mernornblc ancl contain the essence of the sentence, nrc nstro-
11omers, black holes, 1101 blnck, rndinll11g. energy. The rest of the words 
arc merely grnmmntical constructions and emphasis; they are not nec
essnry for rccnll. 

Key words tend to be the nouns and verbs In n sentence-though 
somctirnes adjectives nnd adverbs mny be signiBcant enough to become 
key words. Key words are generally concrete rather thnn abstract. It has 
been found that concrete words generate images faster than abstract 
words-one nnd n hnlf seconds foster· on the average-and that the 
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Images they generate are richer arid have more associations.' .For this 
reason they are better remember~d. 

In a study by Michael Howe at Exeter University students' notes 
were examined and the ratio of key words to non-key words measured. 
It was found that the higher the percentage of key words present In tt\e 
notes, the better was the recall.a Because of their greater meanlngful 
content key words "lock up" more Information In memory and are 
"keys" to recalling the tdeos. In the foregoing case you have only to 
recall the two keys black holes and radiating energy to unlock the 
memory of the main Idea contained in the sentence. 

So that you can get a feel of key words, go back and count how 
mnny words In the nbove three paragraphs of this chapter are actually 
key words.• 

When a young child begins to speak, he starts with key words, 
stringing them together directly-for example "John ball," or "Susan 
tired." It Is not until later that sentences are expanded and non-key 
words included 'to give expressions such a~ "I wont to play with the ball" 
or "Susan Is feeling tired." 

We see the same pattern in the historical development of written 
hmgunge. The earlier written languages tended to contain a much 
higher percentage of key words. This was probably because there was 
a shortage of material on which to write, scribes being limited to carv
ing on stone or writing on bnrk or dried leaves; hence It was essential 
to use words as efficiently as possible. Thus in a Latin sentence there are 
a higher proportion of nouns and verbs; prepositions, conjunctions, and 
prono\lns are often Integrated Into the word endings-hence the more 
complex grammatical structure of Latin. If we go back further to the 
ancient Indian language of Sanskrit, we flnd that sentences consist al
most entirely of key words. Yet In Sanskrit there Is no loss of meaning 
or significance; If anything, It Is more flexible than modern languages. 

KEY WORDS AND NOTE TAKING 
Although people such as "S" could remember everything that 

was snld without writing anything down, most people Snd that tak
ing notes helps their recall. Michael Howe In his Investigation of 
students' notes found that items that were noted were six times as 
likely to be remembered ns items that were not wrltte~ down.3 

•About thirty. 

I 7.1 
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Taking notes serves several functions besides the simple storage 
of information. Indeed, simply getting every word down without atten• 
tion to meaning and significance can often Interfere with subsequent 
memory of the material. In addition to being a means of storing infor• 
mntion, taking notes (as opposed to mere copying) performs the valu
able functions of 

encoding the information; 
imposing organization upon the material; 

allowing associations, Inferences, and interpretations to be Jotted 
down; 

bringing attention to what is important; and 
bringing atten.tion to what ls written. 

These are nil very valuable for Inter recall. lt has also been shown 
thnt the longer the lecture or study session, the more valuable are 
notes.• 

The subject of note taking Is, however, rarely studied, let alone 
taught. Thus, although much of a student's life Is concerned with 
the taking of notes, he Is seldom, ff ever, given much guidance on 
how best to do so. Most people start out by writing grammatically 
correct phrases nnd sentences. Over time they gradually rellne 
these, developing their own shorthand notation and abbreviations In 
order to make the notes more efficient, making Important Items out
standing by underlining. Even so, conventional notes still tend to be · 
very cumbersome and Inefficient compared with what Is possible 
with key-word notes. When students are asked to take notes In 
whatever way they have found to be the most efficient and effec
tive, it Is usually found that only 5 to 10 percent of the words writ
ten nre nctually key words. 

Since it is the key words that are remembered, notes such as those 
in Figure 52 have a number of serious disadvantages: 

1. Time and energy are wasted in taking the notes. 

2. Other information may be missed while the student Is busy noting. 

3. Time Is wasted rending the notes. 

4. Further time Is wasted sorting out key words from Irrelevant 
words. 

'--
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Ae well as serving as an(lnformatlon ttoraoe) 
evstem,(notea)also allow onjl to~the 
lnformallon,(orgenlee) It, make (auocl1tlon1) 
and (Inference ■) and think about what Is 
(elgnlflca@ 

Figure 52 Convenlionnl ltncnr notes. Only llw key concepts (circled) nrc really 
neccssnry. 

5. Key words are dissociated (a) visually, (b) In time-this decreases 
comprehension and memory. 

6. The attention wanders more easily. 

7. Review is lengthy and laborious. 

In short, conventional notes are more ·uke a system to aid fo 
rather than a system to -~ 

Since we do not remember complete sentences, It Is a waste of 
time to write them down. It is the key_words that are recalled, and It 
Is the key words that should be abstracted and recorded, In selecting 
the key words, a person Is brought Into aotlve contact with the informa
tion. He is not simply copying down material In a semiconscious manner 
but Is becoming Immediately aware of the meaning and slgnlflcance of 
the ideas, analyzing them, and forming Images and associations be
tween them. The memory process Is thereby given tremendous help. 

MIND MAPS 
Most people who have ever hnd difficulty remembering some

thing from their notes have probably noticed that they may w~II be able 
to remember where It had been written on the page, with what other 
Ideas It was associated, and any outstanding visual associations, such as 
accompanying diagrams. The memory Is In fact working excellently, 
recalling nil possible associations, meaningful connections, and out
standing factors. The reason that the recall Is difficult Is because the 
notes were not Initially made with an awareness of what would be good 
for recall. 
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Notes in neat lines may be highly commendable as far as the 
writing of essays is concerned, but they offer little foothold for memory. 
In the system of mind maps, developed by Duzan/ all the various 
factors that enhance recall have been brought together In order to 
produce a much more effective system of note taking. To make a mind 
map one starts In the center of the paper, with the major Idea, and 
works outward In nil directions, producing a growing and organized 
structure composed of key words nnd key Images. (See, for example, the 
summary mind maps at the end of each chapter.) 

Orgnnlzntion, association, clustering, visui1I memory, outstanding• 
ness, and other phenomenu that nuturally fncilltate human memory con 
be used to make mind maps more eff'ective In the fo!lowlng ways: 

Organization. The brain spontaneously imposes its own subjective or
ganization on all the material It remembers. Even when the material 
Is completely random, subjective organization aids recall. The more we 
deliberately organize the material, the more we arc helping the mem
ory process. In making mind maps the organization Is made concrete 
In the structure of the pattern. · 

Moreover, the very activity of organizing the material Is itself 
helpful to memory. Having to work out where a given piece of informa
tion flts into the pattern as a whole, and how it Interconnects with other 
areas, brings you Into more Immediate contact with the note-toking 
process than do straightforward linear not• · \ Is Increases the depth 
of processing and so makes for better memc..,y. 

The fact that mind maps often take on an organlclike structure 
reflects their organized nature. An organls,n Is an organized array of 
living cells. A billion cells put together In ajar do not create on org1111-
lsm; it is the lnterrelntlon and orgnnlzntlon of the e.lcrnents that ls 
important. In the same way, it is the organization and interrelation of 
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the elements In the notes that give mind maps their organic structure 
and their value. 

Key Words. Key-word notes are far-more effective than phrases or 
sentences. The brain automatically drops the Inessentials, and we 
shoµld do the same In note taking. So only record the key Ideas. Thi~ 
has several additional advantages: 

1. The bulk Is slgni6cantly reduced. 

2. The recorded words are rich In Imagery. 

3. The very act of extracting the key words Involves you more In 
understanding the material and further . Increases the depth of 
processing. 

Association. Since words and Ideas that are closely associated are re
cnlled together, It helps memory If they a.re put together visually in the 
notes. Thls·relnforces the association and results In a natural clustering 
of Ideas Into themes. 

Since nil tl:ie Ideas In any one set of notes will be related to the 
theme of the notes, it Is best to start with a key word for the overall 
theme In the center of the page. The center should be a strong visual 
Im.age so that everything In the pattern Is associated with it. 

Clustering, As well as having a well-de6ned center, a mind map 
will nnturally tend to have a number of subcenters radiating from it, 
and from these n number of sub-subcenters, and so on. In most 
practical ·situations there are seldom more than seven or eight subc
enters, so the mnterlnl can be organized Into a number of easily 
i:cmernbered chunks. Similarly, the number of chunks radiating 
from ench subcenter ngnln will usunlly be within the Immediate 
memory capacity. 

Visual Memory, Since visual Images are much better recalled than 
words, the more visual the mind map Is made, the better, This can be 
done In a number of ways: 

1. Ench word should be printed rather than written In script. This 
gives the word a clearer visual Image, makes It more easily 
remembered and l~ss likely to be confused with other words. 
Lower-case letters are better than capitals, since they are more 
easily read and give better shape recognition. 8 However, where 
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1 
the word Is to be made more outstanding, capitals can be used 
with good effect. . 

2. Each of the key words should be printed on a line and each of the 
lines Joined to other lines to give structure to the pattern. The 
initial inclination might be to join the words up by lines, but this 
is less flexible. It creates a weaker visual structure than does writ• 
ing words along the lines themselves, and tends to prod.uce net
works that close In on themselves, making additions difficult, 

3. Colored Images are much better remembered than black and 
white ones. Therefore, use as many colors as possible In a mind 
mllp, Different colors can be used for different themes, They can 
also be used to make specific parts of the-map outstanding. The 
more daring you arc with color, the better. 

4. The mind maps can be given depth. The centers and subcenters 
cnn be given three-dimensional shapes, providing the map with a 
more solid visual structure. 

5. Use other Images besides words. Whenever a simple visual lmnge 
comes to mind, use it. If diagrams and pictures are part of the 
material, include them as part of the pattern. 

6, Use arrows to link and associate different areas In the pattern. 

7. Groups of words can be outlined or their background ·shaded to 
hold them together as a unit. 

Outstnndingness. Whenever on Item is outstnndlng In some way or 
nnother, it is better remembered, When you make mind mops, every 
center should be unique; you should use clllTerent key words, clllferent 
colors, and dllferent shapes. Wherever parts of the pattern stand out, 
they will be better remembered. 

Conscious Involvement. The more you participate actively and con
sciously in the note-taking process, the better. Mind maps Intrinsically 
are more fun and spontaneously hold the attention more. Wherever 
possible, think of original ways in which to note the material. The 
greater the originality and creativity, the greater the Interest, and the 
better the memory. Wherever you have been particularly creative In 
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a pattern, you wlll always remember that part well. Try to be creative 
throughout. 

With conventional linear notes spontaneous associations have to 
be held over until you reach the place where they are relevant, and 
by then the idea may well have been forgotten. Because mind maps 
are growing the whole time ln ell directions, associations can be In· 
eluded as soon as they arise. With mind maps the raster you go, the 
better. · · · 

Everybody's memory Is a personal affair. We each have our own 
associations and our own mnemonics. So allow your pattern to be per
sonal, lncludJng your own codes and symbols as much as possible. Re
member only to use key words and key Images. When you look for key 
words, always remember that they ere primarily nouns, and they con
tain the essential substance or .1m idea. It might be a good exercise to 
go back and pick out the key poln~s on mind mapping from the last 4 
pages. As you do so, compare them with the mind map In Figure 54, 
which contains the basic Information contained In these pages. As well 
as showing you how a mind map Is created, It will also serve as a very 
useful review of this section. 

WHY USE MIND MAPS? 
You will notice that mind maps are reminiscent of the semantic 

memory structures we looked at on pages 105-106. The similarity Is no 
accident. Since they Include as many or the natural memory processes 
as possible, the mind maps are beginning to take on the same structure 
as that of the memory ltselr. A mind map works in the same manner 
as the brain Itself. It Is therefore an e1<celtent Interface between the 
brain end the written or spoken word. 

Paradoxically one or the greatest advantages of mind maps Is 
that they are seldom needed again. The very act of constructing a 
map Is Itself so effective In 6xlng ideas In memory that .very often a 
whole mnp cnn be recalled without going back to It nt all. A mind 
mop 1s·so strongly visual and uses so many of the natural runctlons 
of memory that frequently it can be simply read off In the "mind's 
eye." 
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APPLICATIONS OF MIND MAPS 

Whenever Information Is being taken In, mind maps help organ_ize 
It Into n form thnt Is easily assimilated by the brain and easily remem
bered. Thus they con be used for noting books, lectures, meetings, 1/
Interviews, telephone. conversations, etc. (Og. 53). 

Whenever Information Is being retrieved from memory, mind 
mnps allow Ideas to be quickly noted as they pccur, In an organized 
mnnner, obviating the relntlvely laborious process of forming neat sen
tences and writing them out In full. They therefore serve as a quick and 
efficient mea9s of review, and so keep recall at a high level. 

In a study of note taking in which recall was tested after review, 
It was found that good notes were "deOnltely useful for review, but poor 
notes were not."7 Howe compared the review value of mind maps using 
shape, color, boxes, and different letterings with ordinary prose notes 
and found that recall rose by 50 percent with mind maps. 8 

In another instance a college lecturer In English was concerned 
that "of the 300 or so books I have read In the last 10 years on Theology, 
Philosophy, Psychology, Health, Nutrition and Llt~rature, only the 
haziest of notions of their contents remained In my memory. ~nd yet 
I had understood almost everything.In these books when I read them . 
. . . [I now realize] understanding Is not remembering." Using mind 
mnps and a systemntlq procedure of review and rerevlew, he reports 
thnt "In two days I had thre·e or four patterns of all I needed from the · 
book. .. . It was Interesting to Ond a note at the end of the book saying . !I 
that it hnd tnken me two weeks to read It In 1969. From two weeks to ,· 
two dnys, with [mind maps], was quite nn improvement."9 

, · 

Decnuse of the lnrge amount of association Involved In mind maps, 
they can be very creative; they tend to generate new Ideas and nssocle
tlons that hove not been thought of before. Every Item In a map Is In I 
e(fect the center of another map, and one could go on generating maps Iad lt1fi11ltum. 

Mind mnps ore very valuable In nny planning or orgnnlzntlon, I 
whether It Is of books, reports, lectures, meetings, study, dnlly tasks, or 
future activities. In this case do not try to put the material Into a linear 

w ~, Iform until all the relevant Information has been retrieved and lncorpo• ex: ' ~ ~ ~ I(,) ' 'rated Into the pattern. Then go over the pattern labeling the branches 
··•...(1), (2), (3), etc., according to whatever order seems appropriate. By 

leaving the Unearlzntlon to Inst, you avoid the messy problems that arise 
Figure 54 Mind mI1ps on mlncl-mllpplng. 
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In lists when you start sh~ffilng thtngs around as you recall later points. 
The creative potential of a mind map Is very useful In brainstorm

ing, either lndlvldually or In groups. If you are looking for a solut1oi1 to 
a problem, you need only start ~Ith the basic problem as the center and ~ generate associations and Ideas from lt In order to arrive at a large 
number of different possible approaches, many of which you wo11ld 

}_i.'I l , never have thought of If you had approached the problem linearly. In:;·-;· t __ J this situation do not discard "useless" solutions Immediately. Put them 
·.· -~ Into the pattern, as they may themselves later generate useful associa

·fr " · tions.
"-

.•· 

-'~ 
fJ 

It.·· 
Mind maps can also be valunble In giving presentations and lec"· 

"· tu.res. If the key points to be covered are put up fn front of the group, ij It makes It easier for the others to follow. It also helps the lecturer keep 
to his themes and know where he Is going (8g. 56).I 

Mind maps can be used with great effectiveness In almost any
~,~~! 

., l•,••; • Instance where one would normally wrlte or Jot down words. Even a 
book, which Is a long linear list of Ideas when It appears In print, can 
be approached as a series of mind maps fn the writing stage. This book,

\\ ~I 

for example, was not written from beginning to end as a series of 
sentences; It was drawn as a set of 7 major mlnd maps, springing from 
which came some 150 minor maps. All of the basic work was done In 

~ mlnd-mnp form. It was only when the book was finally being prepared 
for printing that it was transposed Into a linear form.~ In short, mind maps can be used In virtually any situation where ~-· 
there is a flow of Information between the mind and the outside world, .JYl,,~IJ:J no matter which direction the flow (6g. 57). 
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A mind-map is a creative pattern of connected ideas. It is similar to a sentence 
diagram, a road map or a blue print, Although its is often called "clustering" or 
"mapping" theta are some important differences which you'll soon discover. 

While any note-taking system can sort material, the unique value of mind mapping is 
that you'll understand your material far better and boost your recall of it dramatically. 

Why? When done properly, mind maps-appeafpowerfully to the right side of the brain. 
(which processed color, relationships, pidures and symbols). This team up with the 
traditional appeal of words (which are primarily a left-hemisphere domain activity). 
When doAe with colleague or partner, mind ~ps can appeal to the auditory, visual and 
kinesthetic learners. Mind maps can be used for personal note-taking, planning, review, 
problem solving, speeches and studying. 

The steps to making mind maps are simple: 

1. Start with a topic and circle it in the center of your paper. 
2. Add branches to hold key sub-topics. 
3. Add details to the branches. 
4. Personalize it for the "right brain" 

In textbooks or non non-fiction; your branches might be labeled. by chapter sub 
heading, bold face, print or common and likely categories, such as who, what, 
how, why, when and where. · 

Or in short articles, it may be by segment such as history, geography, sociology or 
even by chronology. In fiction, branches could be label by characters, setting, plot, 
conflicts and resolution. 

Here are some tips on how to personalize it for the right brain, ·since that's the 
uniqueness and power of mind maps. To be truly effective, use at least three colors 
and use pictures and symbols for every key idea. Print all words on lines using 
UPPER arid lower case. Use your paper horizontally and use medium thick pens. Vary 
the size of words by level of importance. 

Use a different color for each branch and use arrows to show relationships. Keep all · 
words near "eye level" and easy to read. Put creativity, zest, action, and personally in 
your mind map. 

l,se them every chance you can since practice helps makes the process easier and 
r~su!ts more satisfying. Expect big results: more fun, better understanding and stronger 
ro/'valL 

Mtl.tt> fs ~ _ 
€1:P~•~ ~I 
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The PhotoReading Whole Mind System 6-10 

author · trying to sell you and is composed of key terms. 
• T olutionsemergetosuggestaremedyfortl1 roblems. 
The train thought is one scheme used by au rs to present 

information. Disco r other structures with rtlcles or books.
•

These structures for p enting informatl show you where to 
super read and dip to qulc get the ormafion you need. 

~ One more point about s eading and dipping: though r·these strategies may sound Ii con ntional speed reading, they 
are not. Super reading an pping take ce after you Photo Read. 
In addition, the goal ot to memorize th aterial or make it all 
available to the co ious~cl. Instead, super r ing and dipping 
helpyouse · sstructure,retrieveessentiallnfonn qn,categorlze 
the mater In a meaningful way, and build a mental s ary. As 
a res , your comprehension and long-term retention of them rial 

Create a mind map 

While looking through a box of my old graduate school 
materials, I discovered a wonderful contrast between two types of 
class notes. One type of notes was the traditional linear outline of 
everything the professor said-an endless series of unintelligible 
scratching. I remembered trying to decipher those notes while 
reviewing for tests; what a horrid chore. 

The second type of notes was an· alternative, highly vJsual set 
of colorful diagrams calJed "mind maps." They reminded me how 
fun It was to create and review class Information. Looking them 
over brought back a flood of vivid details. Mind mapping, as it is 
called, had transformed my classroom experience forever. 

~ Mind mapping Is fast, highly efficient, and promotes long
i( term retention. It is an excellent way to activate and synthesize 

information after super reading and dipping. 
Following is a mind map that sums up the five steps of the 

PhotoReading whole mind system. 

~, 

Activate 6-11 
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After loo~g at a,few mind maps, you can deduce the basic ;.i,,. 
guidelines for this system: • 

• Put the core concept In the center of the page. Resd 
• Write supporting concepts on connecting lines radiating Bullets 

from the center. 
· • Use key terms only-often they will be trigger words 

identified In your preview. Express each concept in three words or 
less. 

• Include visual elements-cartoons, images, , symbols, 
Icons-wherever they seem appropriate. 

• Add color. In the above mind map, for example, all the 
w~..A., .-.n~l~

1,l.ng to Step 1 could be written in one color, all those 
second color, and so on. 

,e best booksonmlnd mapping explain thJs technique} 
.They are Use Both Sides ofYour Brain by Tony Buzan 1/, 
•ping by Joyce Wycoff. , 
Ind mapping, you may also find It helps to use sheets 
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The PltotoReading Whole Mind System 6-12 

of paper that are larger than the standard 8-1 /2 by 11 inches. IE you 
do stick to standard-sized paper, at least tum the paper sideways 
so that you are writing on a horizontal frame. Most people find this 
gives them more room to record Ideas. . , Mind maps are highlj individual. Your mind maps will look 
different than anyone else's, even if you are making notes on the 
same material. That ls okay. Ideally, your mind map reflects your 
experience. The images and associations that promote your long• 
term memory are unique to you. 

Following is another mind map of the whole mind reading 
system, Hlustrating a different format: 

~. \\t 
t\~ 
~ ~ fl// -g1 

1 
! 

l{ct9A 

t>P,.. 
)..\,~"'~"3 
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xi 
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Activate 6-13 

Even lf lt feels awkward at first, play with mind mapping as 
an activation exercise. Because mind mapping uses visual memory 
and spatial intelligence, it accesses the most powerful memory 
centers of the brain. Moreover, mind mapping mirrors the way the 
mind works-linking ideas by branching associatlon rather than 
linear logi~. Perhaps that is why mind maps begin to feel so natural 
so soon. I 

Gain a new experience ofmemory 

. Th~book is about shifting your paradigm of reading as
"@O whole. To~d that process, we need to reconsider the role /,f 

memory. 
In the las ew years, I have become fascinated by thew 

Gerald Edelman, MD, a Nobel prize winning neurolog· and 
author of The Re mbered Present and Bright Air, Brill ' nt Fire. 
Edelman's ideas offe the most convincing explanatlo have yet 
found for what may b appening when we activate aterlal we 
have PhotoRead. 

Edelman's theory cla s that memories ar not stored in a 
localized fashion in the. bra but are reinve ed each time .we 
access them. What happens w en we remem r is that we create a 
mental context for an idea, re-en r importa cues or bits of related 
information, and follow neural racks" that have been laid by 
prevlousexperlence. When enough e are entered and thecorrect 
neural pathways are stimulated, the eas and images we want to 
"remember" are not recalled from ora bllt are recreated right on 
the spot. 

Applying this vlew to P _toReadlng a d activating, we begin 
to understand what mlght b appenlng to pr ce such remarkable 
results. When we Photo ead, the brain process written materials 
more physlologlcall an cognitively. That phy cal exposure to 
the brain opens n ral networks inside the brain t t can lead to 
later mental co ections. 

The r It is increased speed, familiarity, an~ease of 
compreh sfon. You will have the ability to connect with t 
impor nt information almost Instantly, rather than trying to trg_ure 
it o as you read. You do not have to waste time investing ho 

a book to get the knowledge you want. 

~I-f~ 

~ 
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Picture this: You've just come out of an important 
three-hour planning meeting. For most of that time, you 
were scribbling notes feverishly, trying to preserve . the 
important points everyone was making. You get back to 
your desk, open your notes - and just stare. All you see 
is a bunch of words. Even though your jottings are com
prehensive, none of the important points leap· out at 
you. You have bits of what everyone said, but you're not 
sure how they fit together. It's as if you've got the pieces 
of a jigsaw puzzle, yet you can't see the whole picture. 

What do you do? Embarrass yourself by going back 
and asking the others to explain what they meant? Take 
whatever action you can and hope it coincides with the 
overall plan? Pray for divine guidance? 

If you've ever had such a problem, you n~ed this 
chapter. Here you will discover note-taking techniques 
that will increase your ability to see the big picture, help 
you review more efficiently, and enable you to recall 
more accurately. 

Why Take Notes, Anyway? 

Effective note-taking is one of the most important 
skills anyone ever learns. For students, it often means 
the difference between scoring high or low at test time. 
For business people, it can mean keeping track of impor
tant tasks and projects instead of getting lost in a-sea of 
scattered slips of paper. 

The reason for taking notes in the first place is that 
note-taking enhances recall .. The amazing human mind 
- your mind - stores everything you see, hear, and 
feel. Your memory is perfect, just like a computer. The 
trick is not to help the mind remember; it does that 
automatically. The trick is to help yourself recall what's 
stored in your memory. 

Most of us recall best when we write things down. 
Without taking notes and reviewing them, most people 
are able to recall only a small percentage of material 

}..___,,. 
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Check the boxes below if any of ihe 
· statements sound familiar. 

[J My notepads contain pages and_ pages of 
incomprehensible notes. 

O My desk is cluttered with scraps of paper 
reminding me to do this or that. 

· I.J I'm tired of using index cards to organize 
my speeches and reports. 

- Ifso, read on! 

.--·----······ ..·-· ... .--··-------·....... -··-·· 
fhls chapter g1ves qou ~f;ep-bfatep directions 
for two note-tak/nd m,thods that wf/1 help ¥on 

eliminate the' negatives che~J:Jd above, 
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they heard or read ·as recently as the day before. Effec
tive note-taking saves time by helping you file informa
tion easily and recall it on demand. 

"Mental notes" don't work because the brain focuses 
on whatever is vying for its attention at a particular 
moment. And even when we do remember a "mental 
note," it often comes back to us in the same fuzzy, hap
hazard way we stored it in our brains originally. So if 
you want to remember something - if you have to 
remember it - write it down. 

But what exactly should we write down? How much 
should we write, and in what format? Should we take 
notes in a traditional outline form, a summary, or 
maybe a series of statements? What should good notes 
look like? 

The Not-So-Good, Old-Fashioned Outllne Format 

Most of us were taught at some time to take notes 
using an outline format, similar to the note.s at right. 
Thia style was taught to many of us by te~chera who 
outlined their notes or lectures and simply figured that 
if they taught in outline form, we should learn in outline 
form. The trouble is, even when teachers work from· an 
outline, they rarely deliver the material in the same 
way. They forget things and backtrack. They digress. 
Someone asks a question, and the teacher answers it, 
often including important material that wasn't in the 
outline at all. 

When a speaker backtracks to something she forgot, 
you've got to find a way to fit that information into your 
nice, neat format. Instead of taking effective notes and 
really understanding what's being presented, you end 
up losing the substance of-it in the "forin" of your note
taking. The traditional outline style also makes it tough 
to get an overview and see connections between ideas. 
Furthermore, reviewing .outlined notes is so boring, 
you're tern' d to just skip it all together. 

'-' 
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Traditional outline note-taking forms 
are usually difficult to follow and 
rarely present the ~'true" substance of 
the subject matter. 

Beowulf 

I. Background information 
A. History 

1. Oldest epic poem written in English
2. Composed in the 8th century 
3. Only existing manuscript damaged in a 

fire in 1731, many lines and words of 
poem lost 

B. Language 

1. Written in Old English (An~lo-Saxon) 
2. Alliterative meter - alliteration is 

· principal organizing device 

a) Each line is divided into two half 
lines, with four strong stresses per
line · 

b) Stressed syllables in first 
half-line alliterate with stressed 
syllables of second half line 

c) Example: "In a somer seson, whan 
soft was the sonne" 
(Piers Plowman) 

II. Text 

A. Plot 

1. Poem is about two Scandinavian tribes, 
the Danes and the Geats 

2. Beowulf - hero of story, warrior 
3. Beowulf fights three Monsters: Grenda!, 

Grendal's mother, and dragon . 
4. Monsters represent distortion of social 

form, associated with social evil 
a) Eat people 
b) Don't pay feudal money to kings , 
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Working as the Brain Works 

Your main objective in note-taking is to get the key 
points from books, reports, lectures, whatever. Good, 
effective notes help you to remember details about the 
key points, understand major concepts, and see rela
tionships among them. 

Recent research on how the brain stores and recalls 
information has resulted in new note-taking techniques 
that make it possible for you to be better organized, 
increase your understanding, retain information longer, 
and gain new insight. 

Until recently, it was thought that our brains pro
cessed information linearly - that is, in a strµctured, 
ordered format, like a list. We assumed this beca1;1se the 
two most conscious forms of human communication are 
both linear - speech and print. But that's because phys
ical limitations require that our mouths form only one 
word nt a time. And if we want others to understand us, 
those words need to be in some sort of order, rather than 
just a jumble of sounds. Now, however, scientists rec
ognize that this is the "outcome," not the "process" of 
communication. In fact, the process the mind goes 
through before it produces those linear speech patterns 
is anything but linear. . 

For us to communicate with words, our brains must 
simultaneously search, sort, select, formulate, · order, 
organize, link, and make sense of a mixture of" pre
conscious words and ideas. At the same time, these 
words are interwoven with pictures, symbols, images, 
sounds, and feelings. So what we have is a marvelous 
jumble that bounces furiously around in the brain but 
comes out one word at a time, connected by logic, 
ordered by grammar, and making pretty good sense. 

That's what happens on the communicator's end -
in the brain of the person who's talking. The same kind 
of thing happens for the people hearing those words. 
Although they hear them one at a time, understanding 

. .... , , ... . , • • 1 . 
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Linear communication requires the 
mind to sort through bits of diverse, 
random, and chaotic information. 

! 

The brain must -----..____ ...... ~ 

simultaneously 

make senseo~Oe,~ Se~ sealC\\ 
+ c9ct + link+ 

sort +organ\1e + \orrnu\a\e 

to communicate 
.. with words 

plus interweave 
• pictures 

• symbols 

•sounds 

• im·ages 

• feelings 
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them is a complex matter. Listeners must define each 
word in the context of the words before and after it. 
Then, based on their own perceptions, experiences, and 
biases, they must interpret what the words mean. · 

Research into this complex process of communica
tion has resulted in a reevaluation of how textbooks are 
written, how effective teaching is done, !lnd how effec
tive notes are taken. 

FolJowing are two note-taking techniques that I have 
found to be especially effective - Mind Mapping and 
Notes:TM (which stands for Notes: Taking and Making). 
Both styles can enable you to see the whole picture at 
one glance and make the mental connections that help 
you understand and remember. 

Mind Mapping™ 

This is a whole-brain approach that lets you fit an 
entire subject on one page. By using visual images and 
other graphic devices, Mind Mapping makes a qeeper 
impression. 

This technique of note-taking was developed in the 
early 1970s by Tony Buzan and is based on the ·pre
viously mentioned research on how the brain actually 
works. Your brain often recalls information in the form 
of pictures, symbols, sounds, shapes, and feelings. A 
Mind Map uses these visual and sensory reminders in a 
pattern of connected ideas, Hke a road map to use for 
studying, organizing, and planning. It can generate orig
inal ideas and easy recall. It's easier than traditional 
methods of note-taking because it activates both sides of 
your brain (thus the term "whole-brain approach"). It's 
also relaxing, fun, and creative. Your mind will never 
balk at the thought of reviewing your notes when 
they're in the form of Mind Maps! 

Take a moment and look at the page to the right. 
Close your eyes and picture an apple on that page. (Do
this now.) i 

) 
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Mind Mapping is awhole-brain · 
technique using visual images and 
other graphic devices to form 
impressions. 
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(:lose your eyes and imagine an apple on this page. 
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Where did you picture the apple on the page? In the 
upper right corner? Lower left? In the center? Was your 
picture black-and-white or color? 

Most people will picture things in the center of the 
page and in color. That's how the brain stores informa
tion. Naturally, the best notes work with your brain 
rather than against it. 

Now look at the Mind Map at the right. (It's a Mind 
Map of notes about Mind Mapping.) Study it for a min
ute. 

Now, test yourself. Look away or cover it up and ask 
yourself the following questions: 

• What are the titles of the four main branches? 
• Where does the bottom arrow point to? . 
• What symbols are on the upper left branches? 
• What are three tips for better Mind Maps? 

You may amaze yourself by remembering all or inost 
of these things - even if you've always considered your
self poor at noticing details. It's easy to remember 
details from a Mind Map because it's written in a form 
that your brain naturally follows. · 

Mind Maps are particularly good for planning and 
organizing things. Remember the planning meeting we 
discussed at the beginning of this chapter? You could 
have made the entire meeting more effective if you had 
Mind Mapped the agenda beforehand, then used your 
Mind Map as a guide in following what everyone had to 
say. Details could have been filled in as the meeting 
went along - and you wouldn't have needed to scribble 
so furiously for three hours. 

How to Make a Mind Map 

To make a Mind Map; use colored pens and start in 
the middle of your paper. If it's convenient, turn the 

) __.,, 
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Details from aMind Map are easy to 
remember because they follow the 
brain's pattern of thought. 
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paper sideways to provide more space. Then f~llow these 
steps: 

1. Print the main topic or idea in the middle of the 
paper and enclose it in a circle, square, or other 
shape. For instance, my Mind Map is enclosed in 
a light bulb. 

2. Add a branch extending out from the center for 
each key point or main idea. The number of 
branches will vary with the number of ideas or 
segments. Use a different color for each branch. 
(In this book, we don't have the advantage of 
color, so just imagine it.) 

3. Write a key word or phrase on each branch, 
building out to add details. Key words are those 
that convey the heart of an idea and trigger your 
memory. If you use abbreviations, be sure you're 
familiar with them so you'll instantly be able to 
identify what they stand for days or weeks later. 

4. Add symbols and illustrations for better recall. 

Here are some ways you can make your Mind Map 
notes more memorable. 

• Write legibly, or print, using CAPITAL letters. 
• Make important ideas larger so they will jump out 

at you when you read back over your notes. 
• Personalize your Mind Map with things that relate 

to you. The symbol of a clock might mean this item 
has an important deadline. Some people use 
arrows to point to "action items," or things they 
must act on. 

• Underline words. Use bold letters. 
• Be creative and outrageous in your design, because 

the brain remembers the unusual more easily. 
• Use random shapes to point out certain items or 

ideas 

Quam11m leamtng 

~ Tips to Make a Mind Map 

II In the middle of the paper, enclose 
the main idea. 

II Add a branch from the center for each 
key point - use colors. 

■ Write a key word/phrase on each 
branch, building out to add details. 

II Add symbols and illustrations. 

U Use legible CAPITAL letters. 

■ Make important ideas larger. 

■ Personalize your Mind Map. 

1iU Und~rline words and use bold letters. 

II Be creative and outrageous. 
. 

itl Use random shapes to point out items 
or ideas. 

W Construct Mind Maps horizontally. 
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• Construct your Mind Map horizontally to increase 
the amount of room you have for your work. 

Additional Tips 

To summarize information from nonfiction books, 
branches can be given the same titles as the boldface 
print or chapter headings in the text. Subheadings · 
throughout the chapters can also provide branches that 
are meaningful. If you're like me, you often read a b_ook 
with hopes of learning some specific information. Take 
time to preview the book before you actually read it, and 
make a Mind Map of the points you hope to learn about. 
Then fill in the branches as you read. 

If you're at a loss for a way to organize your notes 
for, let's say, that planning meeting we've been talking 
about, just put "Planning Meeting" in the center and 
label each branch with the name of a person who's. giv
ing a report at the meeting. Then each report can flow 
from an individual branch. 

So~e people like to redo their Mind Maps later as a 
review. Reviewing information within twenty-four hours 
of hearing it is an important key to retention. Other peo
ple like to take notes in a different form during a speech 
or lecture, then Mind Map them later. One man I know 
is a police officer who takes notes in Mind Map form 
when he's interviewing a witness, then uses those notes 
when filling out the linear, logical forms required by his 
department. 

In addition to being an effective method of note
taking, Mind Mapping works well for other tasks. It's 
ideal for writing and remembering presentations you 
have to make, because you can fit an entire speech onto 
one page. Just a glance at your sheet of paper will 
remind you of your next topic of discussion, with key 
words provided to prompt your memory. It works 
equally well for reports or term papers, though you may 
need to use more than one map for topics with ·many 

. ~.,/
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Creating Mind Maps horizontally 
increases the amount of room you 
have for your work, like the speech 

·below. 
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details. I've even used Mind Maps for letter- and memo
writing and for telephone conversations, just to be sure I 
don't forget anything important. 

For a more complete look at Mind Mapping and its 
uses for everything from note-taking to brainstorming 
and from project management to personal growth, see 
Joyce Wycofl's book Mindmapping: Your Personal Guide 
to Exploring Creativity and Problem-Solving (New York; 
Berkley Books, 1991). This book not only gives excellent 
background on understanding the brain and creativity, 
it also describes in detail the many applications of Mind 
Mapping. 

Notes:TM 

Notes:Tif-1~ short for "Notes: Taki~ and Making." 
The most impo~ant feature of this _)(ystem is that it 
allows you to reco d your personal tltoughts and conclu-
sions along with t ~eyp;Krts( a speech or reading 
material. 

In order to learn otes: , you'll want to under-
stand the distinction be w en Note-Taking and Note
Making. Note-Taking jri lves listening to what a 
speaker or teacher is )"aying nd writing down the key 
points as you go. Note-Makin involves writing down 
your own thought and impress1 ns as you listen to _the 
material being resented. Notes: M lets you do both 
things at one - record the informat!_on and keep tra5!k 
of your own oughts. . . \ 

Notes· M is a way of applying bot: our conscious 
and su conscious minds to the same m~t rial in ci pur
pose() way. Actually, both minds are at wo k no matter· 

t note-taking method we use. While ou conscious 
nds are intently focusing on the material an the ·pro~cess of getting it down on paper, our subconsciou minds 

are reacting, forming impressions, making conne tions, 
and doing a whole host of things more or less uto
matically. Notes:TM coordinates both of these me tal 
activities t ::hieve a more effective result. 

J 
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Notes:TM applies both the conscious 
·and su~conscious minds to the 
materia-1\at hand. 
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·.:--:~f~i.-~-~~-.:~r;:;,;;;f~'-"-:~;:·~~:::., :· ..:. _:·:;•:,;.,• i~ .·:; --~·-.-::-· ~~·::~- _:·.•; ·".'·fy:··-~ :?:~:: :· .-; ":~.'·:··.-.:t~.: Afler_Sdblopics~ lht.suppuni..g ~~ .av.,A BB A ft .A I A 'U ·. ·.: -~ ··mpt the tbinkiDg/lcamil proass. One Sllc:h... All the idcas"tbe wiad-wapper wants to mm-;:.• 
~ '•- ~-~""""' w, · ·· · · ··- ::•; pcrsmisTonyBm:im. fomiderand cmcclOrof' ·. timt. shoaJd be added.II: is b:st ilOt to trJ to~J 
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.SIIClm» ~ arc more Gld~ de-.. _'. Baza daum that ~appniada PH •rnJ- SDbtopic it mt cbely rdall:s to. Jra pman -. 
.as that make bositteSS Tlfc easier and more· ~ Jy impo~ c:omp•eb1 nsion and tecaD. ~ -. · ,rmis '9ck:sifr'C• ~ order after;, 
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adwnm! beyond tbc DOte-Caking methods : Sides of y_, Blain (£.P. ·Dua=), ~ key words gn,upa:l by CDt submpic&Dd their . 
they lcarm:d inhighscbooL ,:::,,-:·. .-·- -,: . ·- -:- :.- .~: -~ that dming acana~aua1la·~~ c +111t1 :ting lines ae writb:D in tbesame c:Glar. :; 

For mliDY years, educators presumed that .. ll0t simp]) obsez viog a kmg list of.wards like Another approach is to cirde each chaster of ~ 
!he hmmii brain assinnlaled infarmatian =· S0111C0Desuckingapspaghctti Sncisre:emilg · 'key words in the same c:olar. like the color -~ 
thesame Jmcar. siep-by-step style that is used . aich word in the C0Dtm of those.that·sur- . coding. that is used in filing. this tccbuiqoc . 
for Yirlually.aB wriUm material. (The SWt- 0: roimd. it. ~g. ccdmg and c:ritic:izmg highlights the c:mmecMn between similar . 
dard form or.na1,damg·anc1 ODttiDing can-_:·throagboattbeprocrss. · ..-:a: . - ·•. . ·; :~:::1;,:·-. idez and c:rcatcS a fflUaJ stimuJus C:rmve .
forms to Ibis_left-to-right, chronologic:al _for- · . ·. 1betypical way ofnote taking. tbaugb, an- . doodles. sacb as a dollar sip or a coin to 
mat.) But new n::sca=i on the 1>r.iin indicates dc:rmiDcs this proo:ss.. Fo.- instance, mi imli- . indicate mrmcial data. or an ear to depict 
that it does not. deal with words and c:oacrp~ · vidaal who tnrs to record a ~s~ : _commcwiaticms, are other symbolic ways to 
as separate mtines, nor docs it process data in word during a i=meor mertiag may c:onccn- . JJOte key poiats.. Altho1lgh this may seem gi- .. 
a striclly ebronological manner. This bas led truemoreOil pushing thepen across thepaper micky at first. "'people do0d1e-<irawmg ar-
somep:oplc tnsp::cu)atc t.ha1 the usual way of than on what thespeakerissaymg. Such c:opt- rows to different points and c:irding main 
taking notes and outlining actually may dis- ous aotc taking le:m:s little time to pe:n:cvc OllCS when bking stmcbrd notes. so it n:ally 
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I o. ,vnnomap Your Way To Innovation 
\ 

i you don 'I know whnt mlnd111np
J'i11g i~, don't WotTY nhoul ii. Few 
people do. 

Mindmnpping ,is 1he art of .getting 
nil of your lhoughts down on pnpcr in 
nway Ihm 111n1ches the wny yon think. 
A mi111.l111np begins nl lhc center of n 
piece of pnper - lhe pince your eye 
11n1urolly wnnts 10 look. The centrnl 
imngc or word (whn1's on your mind) 
Is the focus of your mi11clm11p. 

rro111 this ce111ral lclca, you jo1 
down lines, 111tows rind pictures lhnl 
shoot off In 111any dircc1ions ns you lcl 
your mind wmuler. 

"Much of our thinking is nssocintive: 
One idcn mnke.~ you 
think of ru10~1cr- no More On Mindmapping ful mindmnpplng, 
mntter how logicnl Wycoff sl'lys. TI1cy

Wanl to learn moro about mind!he co1111CClio11," snid help bum arr themapping and Innovative thinking?
Roger von Occh, Here are some books to guide you: to!' loycr of 1he 
president of Menlo mnet, where cliche

• "Mindmopplng: Your Personal
Pork, Cnlif.-based 1ho11ch1s nnd lnter

Gulde to Explorlng Crcallvlly nnd
Crentive 11tink, an nnl fillers reside.P1oblorn-Solvlng," by Joyco Wycoll
lnnovollon think 1nnk. "You have to dump

• "Tho t.-ilnd Ma11 Book: How lo Uso nll this stulT to getTo make a mind
Rodlonl Thinking lo Mm<lmlzo Yourmap, "Look nt some 10 deeper creative 
Ornln's UnlnP(>ed Polenllol," by Tonything, nnd make thinking," she snld. 
Ouzonassoclntlons based Dove Gunby hM 

on whatever you cnn e "Whnl aGreat Iden! The Koy Slops wi111CMC<l the bc11e-
think of: function, Croollvo People Tnke," by Charles 01s of1i1l11d111appi11g 
location, s[tt, shape, , C. Thompson · firsthand. Nine yenra • 

·sound, 11ersonnl, • "Wrlllnu the Natural Way: Using ngo he teamed the 
opposite, weird, clc.," night Brain Techniques lo Oeleaso procc..~s. He liked It 
he said. Your Expressive Powers," by so mucl1 he !mined 

'lo gel starred on Gabrlolo Lusscr Rico up 16 15,000 01hcrs 

come 1111 wilh good ldcns when we tty 10 
force our hmlns 10 do llmr.'' When we 
mlndmnp, she says, our idens oouuce 
around on the puge tho sru11e wny they 
1mtumlly bounce ruuund in our hen,I. 

·As o result, nll of our Id~~ - even 
the ones Ota! seem unrclRIOO or useless 
when we ftrSI look al diem but 1nove Inter 
10 be priceless - ~re C11pl11rcd on 11:\per. 

Mlmlnfapplng Is o 1001 anyone can 
use lo IRp Into donnnnt right-brain cre
nlivlty. Ml111lmnppl11g helps clenr out 
the eobwehs mul lets ldens emerge. "II 
slnrls us in the middle of !he pnge, 1101 
on the lop-left side," Wycoff sold. 

rnst 1hl11king and free-associating 
nro keys to success

your mimhnn1>, von 
Occh suggests nsklng yourself these 
questions: 

• Whnt things does your Iden (or 
11roble111) remind you of7 

• Wfmt do each of these remind 
you of? 

• llow can you use this cluster of 
n.<1Sodnllo11s to dcvelo1, y_our · Iden 
nnd solve your 111-ublem? 

Mi11dmnp11ing Is a grent wny 10 
come up wl1h hew hlcns, products nml 
invenlions, snys Joyce Wycoff, 
founder of the Snnln Dnrl>Rrn, Cnllf.
bnsed fnnovAlion Network. 

It's nlso uscrul for plnnnlng n fami
ly reunion, prepnring n speech, or 
orgnni1.lng ncloss or 11rescn1r11l011. 

''We don't tltlnk i11 slmighl lines or 
column.~." WvcolT snld, "so h's hnrdcr 10 

lo use ii, too. 
"When ( nrst started using 

ml11d11111ppl11g, my job and my percep• 
1lon of myself were 1111oly1icnl,11 recalls 
Ounby, fom1er senior !mining spoclnlist 
at Electronic D11tn Systems Corp. and 
current president .of Mindimenslons, ~ 
Plnno, 'lbxns-ba~ consulting linn. 

MlndmnJlfllllg, he soys, helped 
EDS em1>loyecs to boo~! cren1lvl1y 
nnd use more or !heir brnlns. 

"One division used mlndmnps to 
gcnemte !dens for new products And ser
vices," Gunby rocnlloo. "111e division 
became so successful ii was sold off." . 

By l111tfa Stockmat1• Vit1es 

111e 11ext i1111011ar/011 coh111111 ,viii give 
1/11s 011 how to Rel your mlmfmnp :started. 

8. You Can Learn To Be Innovative 

Successful people do something 
new or different from ochers. 

You 1n11s1 do the same. Out 
or course you cnn' I loam how to be 
lnnovntlve in school. LuckJly, there 
are methods to help. 

One way Is called mlndmapplng. 
It's n grenl way lo brol11s1om, new 
Ideas, prepare notes for u speech or 
olllllne approaches to a project. The 
procc~s lets you record your thoughts 
111 a wny that closely mntches the . 
wny you think. · . 

· How do you create A mintlmnp? 
Here nre some tips: . 

• Ughten up. Start mindmapplng 
wlth 1111 open nlll- . 
111d6. You can gel Be Different Unes shooting off 
~crious Inter. lnnova- from your een!ral 
lion requires break- Brainstorm wllh a mlndmep word or Image. Let 
Ing wllh common the Ideas grow Into 
thiuking. So be open- branches. 
minded to 1,1s!ng new • Keep moving, 
tools nnd methods. If your Ideas slow 

• Start with n "-'t!!Y!!U.m down or dry up,-
lnrge piece ol'paper. tlraw-..empty llnes"'rtl,J
lay it down on the ,___....,.____, and watch yout . 
floor, lll'ld gather brain automallcnl• 
crayons, . mnrk~rs, =~..J,_,.. ly find Ideas to put 
colored ~ncUsi ~ns . on thein1 Ju1t1p• 
ru~ watercol01 P.aln1s • ,...___,;:_ _,J start your lmaglriii• 
eround you, Wnt~ or tlon by expert-
draw ·your central I' Jh d. If · 
goal in tlic. ntldclle of Sourc~: Joye_9 Wycott · mfhi ng WI · .. • 
tlic paper. 11ie mh1d nnh1rally focuses 011 • • : · rerent colo_rs, 
the ccnler' of .n. pogc, so begin yqur sran!llttg up or _sl~lln~ down. 
mlndmap there. Aom this cenlml Idea, . . · • .Al~w _orgaimatlon. If you ~ 
dmw Unes, tin'ows nnd plctw-es off. In 
dozens of different dlrectlons. 

• 1'iilnk fast. "Your brain works 
best In llve: to seven-minute bursls."' 
said Joyct Wycoff1 chief executive of 
lnnovaUon Network Inc. The SimlA 
Bnrbnra, Collf.-based finn's research 
mi lnn.ovnllon Is used by compnnle!! 
llke Cox Conununlcnllons Inc. nnd 
Lucent Technologies Inc. 

Capture '}'our-cx11loslon of Idea, a.1 

mpld_ly as r.os.slblc. 
• Don IJudge, Write down every-

thing lhnt pops Into your mind, even If 
11 seems to have nothing to do with 
your origlnol topic. "If you're brain-
slonnlng Ideas for II report ... mid you 
suddenly remember you need 10 pick 
up your clennlng, 11111 down 'clean-
ing,"' Wycoff snld. "Olhcrwlsc. your 

mind will get stuck like a recon.-.1, 
thnl 'cleaning' groove, and you'll 
never generale those grcal Ideas." 

• DtUtk ntles. It's second nnture to 
pt., apiece ofslandanl wltl1e paper and 
begb1. bmlnstomllng Ideas 011 tl1c top, 
JeR-fmnd side of the page using black or 
blue Ink. hlstend, "Use ledger-paper or 
easel paper or cover an entire Wall with 
butcher paper,'' Wycoff said. 

'The bigger the paper, the more 
Ideas you'll have, And.!JOO wlld oolo~; 
fat, colored m_nrl<ers; crayons: or skinny, 
foll-tipped pens," she said., 

· • 11llnk freely. As Ideas begin to 
flow, print one- or lwo-word descrip-

lions of Iden.~ on 

· n~l~tal _co~nectlorls. between, Ideas, 
.group .die~ toge~icr• . B~t d9tt l r~ 
atg~lzll~o~. ~IC ~oal .of this cxe'rQlse_ls · 

· to_$0~le_he~ ru~ .dlffcre~t ~-
Oigiutlzli~on can come lat.er. · 

IJ you've given up P.ii~s and penclls 
, In fnv(!r ~fa keyboard, ·you cAn still use .. 

mlndrnapplng to gcnero1e·new. Ideas. 
. Compultir programs Ilk~ lnsplm!l9!1 

Softwlll'e.lnc.'s lnsplmtlon.and Mlndtet ' 
Lt.C's Mlhdmnn can help. 

They let . you ~lndmnp using 
color, shapes, patterns, symbols an~ 
pictures;You can link entries lo sh·~w 
folallonshlps between Ideas. The 
·sonwnre also leis yon tum m.indmnp!l 
Into n fonnal lo be used In a formal 
presenfullon. 

Du flu.I- ... . . . 
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